ANSWERS AND SOLUTIONS

MORE CURIOUS CONTRONYMS (August 1979) Richard Lederer

1. trim 2. blunt 3. momentarily 4. screen 5. moot 6. weather
13. quiddity 14. take

WORDY WORD PICKERS Helen Gunn

1. all in all 2. Paradise Lost 3. Napoleon Bonaparte (nap wholly on
bone apart) 4. Pied Piper of Hamelin 5. Rip Van Winkle 6. Upstairs,
Downstairs 7. off again, on again 8. dichotomous (die cot a mouse)
9. mixed nuts 10. two degrees below zero 11. Forever Amber
12. French fried onions 13. Captain Kangaroo (cap ten can guru)
14. Morning Becomes Electra (morning bee comes elect rah)
15. William Shakespeare (Will yam shake spear) 16. antelope
17. catastrophe (cat ass trophy) 18. split level 19. a stitch in time
20. reversed charges 21. forest primeval 22. indecent 23. 'ni oh,
Silver' 24. slow boat to China 25. topless dancer 26. horseback
27. mayonnaise (may on As) 28. French Quarter 29. fiancée (fee on
say) 30. card-carrying member 31. Twenty Thousand Leagues Under
the Sea 32. reading between the lines 33. tricycle 34. once upon a
time 35. backward glance 36. long underwear 37. neon lights
38. touchdown 39. life after death 40. just between you and me
41. circles under the eyes 42. man overboard 43. Home on the Range
44. Bermuda triangle 45. an outside chance 46. Fourth of July fire-
works 47. no two ways about it 48. parakeets 49. the price is right
50. what goes up must come down

PUT IN SOME MORE GOOD WORDS Charles W. Bostick

1. words rhyming with colors (mold-gold goes between pawn-fawn and
clay-gray)
2. capital cities of the countries named (Zurich Switzerland goes after
Wellington New Zealand)
3. words arranged in reverse alphabetical order (potato goes between
tomato and turnip)
4. words preceded by an animal noun (bull fiddle goes between buck-
board and cat walk)
5. words indexed by letters inserted in the middle of the word (dusty
goes between first and vital)
6. words appear in order in Lincoln's Gettysburg Address (larger goes
between proper and ground)
7. words preceded by a tree name (gum shoe goes between elder states
man and h"
8. words précédé
9. at grass and
and rib ca

REED BELL

KICKSHAWS

1. sent dime 4. mean deed
2. U BUS: 1. Vi-
(Christ, IA)
NER) 5. ERN) 7. (GE or GE
lo, C) 12.
Part of the Al-
folium, ful-
LANCE - lunacy, oil
Mr. Jock's Di-
4. The Inc-
7. Lox Gra-
utes, or T
Free Associat-
or gum-to-
ate or wa-
6. chess-la-
romance-
tuce (scen
11. issue-
head 13.
Acromythia:
naean Hy-
Birds + Gi-
of Diomed
Cerberus
Moirae (o-
ene + Poly
4. Castor
man and holly farms
8. words preceded by a bird name (swan song goes between sparrow
grass and turkey trot)
9. words preceded by parts of the body (nose gay goes between necklace
and rib cage)

REFD BELL / REBELLED Tom Pulliam
1. sent dime (sediment) 2. real mitt (remittal) 3. beer tray (betrayer)
4. mean deed (demeaned) 5. deer sign (designer) 6. mini dish (dimin-
ish) 7. aper died (diapered) 8. miry scar (miscarry) 9. last pier
(pilaster) 10. thou hose (hothouse) 11. jeer well (jeweller)
12. lint game (ligament) 13. rule punt (purulent) 14. side rent (resi-
dent) 15. holy nest (honestly)

KICKSHAW s Philip M. Cohen
U BUS: 1. Villanova (a V on all IV) 2. Texas Christian (T, ex as
...